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STEP-WISE OPTIMIZATION FOR HIERARCHICAL PICTURE SEGMENTATION 

Jean-Marie Beaulieu and Morris Goldberg 

Electrical Engineering Dept., University of Ottawa, 
Ottawa, Canada, KlN-6N5. 

ABSTRACT 

Hierarchical picture segmentations are very use
ful in picture analysis. We present a sequential 
segment merging algorithm for picture segmentation. 
Each iteration merges two segments which optimize a 
step-wise criterion. We relate picture segmenta
tion to optimization problems. The implementation 
of the segmentation algorithm is examined, and re
sults are presented and discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A central problem in picture analysis is that of 
segmentation, i.e. partitioning a picture into dis
joint regions that are homogeneous in some sense. 
Let a vector (x,y) represent a- point (i.e. a pixel) 
of the picture plane I, (x,y) € I. Let f(x,y) 
represent the multi-spectral value of the pixel 
(x,y). A picture partition IP={P, ,P 2 , ••• P,} in
volves the decomposition of the picture plane I 
into disjoint regions P, , P2 , • • • P, , i.e. P, c I, 
P,U PJ= Y5 for i;,'j, . and UP ',= r. s ·ome sequential and 
hierarchical P"i:cture . segmen ,tation algorithms are 
now presented. 

Kettig and : La,ndg;reti .e Er],, and Gupta and Wintz 
[2] propos_e. , a, seq,ue _ntia,l approach for picture seg
mentation. T,he. picture is first divided into small 
cells (e , .. g · .. 2X-2' pixels), and then sequentially exa
mined. If a cell is statistically similar to a 
connected: ~egion, then this cell is merged with the 
region ·. Tile s .tatistics of the region are updated 
in order to improve the results of the following 
statistical decisions. on the other hand, if the 
ce,lJ. . is not found to be similar to any connected 
re9;ion .s, then the cell is considered as the seed 
point of a new region. The process continues until 
~very cell is examined and assigned to a region. A 
~roblem with this algorithm is that the results are 
d'ependent of the order on which the cells are exa
mined. 

In hierarchical picture segmentation, new seg
ments are formed by the division or the fusion of 
old ones. The segmentation process is often de
fined by predicate equations: 
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Q(P,) = true for P,€ I? 

Q(P, UP,) = false for P,,PJ€IP 

(eq. 1 

(eq. 2 

where P; must be adjacent to P,. The predicate 
Q(P,) can correspond, for example, to an evaluation 
of the homogeneity of the region P,. The utiliza
tion of the predicate yields an hierarchical pro
cess which splits a region if Q(P,) is false, or 
merges two regions if Q(P,U P;) is true. Some 
hierarchical segmentation algorithms are now re
viewed. 

Ohlander, Price and Reddy [3] propose a top-down 
segmentation algorithm based on histogram analysis. 
The picture is broken into smaller and smaller re
gions until eq. 1 holds. The predicate Q(P,) and 
the splitting are based on feature histograms of 
the regions. The feature histograms are examined 
to find the best peak for division. Lower and 
higher thresholds are chosen to mark the peak lim
its, and the region is divided into sub-parts cor
responding to inside and outside peak limit values. 
The sub-parts are again checked for further divi
sion. If a region P, can not be subdivised, the 
predicate Q(P,) is set to a true value, and the re
gion P, becomes an element of the final partition. 
Many modifications and improvements to this algor
ithm are proposed [4],[5]. 

Horowitz and Pavlidis [6] present a split-and
merge a19orithm applied on a picture pyramid. The 
predicate Q(P,) consists of the comparison of the 
region gray level range 

r, Max ( f(x,y) Min ( f(x,y) 
{X,Y) 8 Pi (X,Y) e P\ 

with a threshold t. 
true if the range 
threshold, Q(P,) = 

Therefore, the predicate is 
n is · LQwe_r or equal to the 

(r, ~ t). 

The utilization of a pyramidal data structure 
defines the way, in whli.ch regions can be merged or 
split. A pyrami:d J is a stack , of regular picture re
gions of de .cveas;Lng sizes.. The picture regions of 
one leveL are s -I?l.it imto four regul.ar sub-parts to 
yiel.d the · ue ·g,i:;ons 0.n t!..he nex<tc lower level.. There
fore, the split-and-merge algorithm consists of 1) 
splitting a region P, into its four sub-parts P,.,, 
P,,,, P,,, and P,,. if the predicate Q(P,) is false, 
or 2) me.rg .ing , P,,, ,, P,,2, P,,, and P,.. if 
Q (P,,,U P1,2U, P,,.lJ Pi,,• ) is true. 



Freuder [7] presents a relative approach for 
hierarchical region merging. It is relative be
cause the predicate Q(P,) is not only a function of 
the region P,, but also of its surroundings. So, 
the value of Q(P,) will change if a neighbor of P, 
is merged or split. The picture is first divided 
into a regular array of cells or initial regions. 
Then, for each region P, , we choose the neighbor 
•most like" P,. This involves first a measure of 
the affinity between P, and each of its neighbors, 
and then the selection of the neighbor which optim
izes the measure. Freuder uses the region mean 
difference multiplied by their area 
I m, -mJ I x (A, +AJ) as an affinity measure between 
two regions P, and Pi. The neighbor PJ that minim
izes this measure is chosen as the •most like" 
neighbor of P, , and a "link" is made between the 
two regions. 

After every region has been linked to one of its 
neighbors, the regions which are joined by double
links are merged into new composite regions. The 
process is then iterated on this new picture parti
tion: links are made and double-linked regions are 
merged, This approach can be viewed as a re
placement of a threshold based decision process, by 
a local optimization process (optimization on seg
ment neighbors), for the selection of regions to 
merge. 

In the following section, we show how 
optimization processes can be used in picture seg
mentation, and present a step-wise optimization al
gorithm for picture segmentation. Then in the next 
sections, we describe an implementation of the al
gorithm, examine its operation with a simple exam
ple, present some experimental results, and discuss 
the characteristics of the algorithm. 

2. OPTIMIZATION AND HIERARCHICAL PICTURE 
SEGMENTATION 

In this section, we first examine how optimiza
tion processes can be used for picture segmentation 
[8] , [9] . Then we present a hierarchical segmenta
tion algorithm based on step-wise optimization. 

Let us define a 
function R(P): 

simple picture partition cost 

(eq. 3) 

where P= {P, , P,, ... P,} and R (P, ) is a measure of 
segment P1 cost, e.g. segment variance or approxi
mation error. Segmentation can therefore be con
sidered in terms of finding the partition p that 
minimizes E<. 

The identification of a global optimum requires 
a search over the whole picture partition space 
{P}, i.e. over all possible partitons. But, the 
implementation of this search is prohibited by the 
large size of {P} space. Therefore, we must con
strain the search spaces to a sub-set of {P}, 
S c{e}. Thus, we obtain only a sub-optimum which 
can be very close to the global optimum if the 
sub-set Sis correctly selected. 
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Two kinds of sub-sets soften used are 1) the 
neighborhood of an initial picture partition, and 
2) the sub-set yielded by a hierarchical data 
structure. Thus, if we know that the optimum is 
close to an initial picture partition p 0 , we can 
surely constrain the search on the neighbors of e 0 • 

Furthermore, we can use a "gradient descent" like 
procedure [8],[9].' This consists of moving a pixel 
from one segment to another if such a move improves 
the cost function R. This iterative process is 
terminated when a local optimum is found. But, in 
general, it is difficult to get a sufficiently good 
initial partition po. 

A hierarchical data structure can also be 
employed to define a useful subset of picture par
titions. A hierarchy of segments can be represent
ed by a segment tree in which nodes correspond to 
segments. Each segment P~ is linked to segments of 
a lower level Pt::, Pi:~, which are disjoint 
sub-sets of P~, and which are called "sons" of P~. 
Therefore, a picture partition corresponds to a 
sub-set of these tree nodes. 

We now present an algorithm for picture segmen
tation involving the construction of a segment 
tree. It consists of a sequence of step-wise op
timizations. This is an adaptation of the algor
ithm of Ward [10) to picture segmentation. The al
gorithm0needs an initial picture partition e 0 ={P~, 
P~, ••• P,} with n segments, and a cost famction 
R( P) Which reflects the cost or loss of informa
tion produced by the representation of the picture 
by the partition P. 

At each iteration k of the algorithm, twn seg
ments of P'~ merge to produce a new partition P' = 
{P (, P ~,... P:.J . The number of segments is de
creased by one at each iteration. Thus, P' con
tains n-k segments, where n is the initial number 
of segments. The cost function must increase mono
tonically with k as the reduction of the number of 
segments. Furthermore, each iteration merge s the 
two segments that produce the lowest increase of 
the cost function R. This means that each itera
tion performs a search to find the optimum segment 
pair. This is a step-wise optimization. 

If eq. 3 is used as a cost function then the in
crease C 1,J of El resulting from the merging of two 
segments P, and PJ can easily be calculated: 

'C1,J = R(P, LJ PJ) R(P,) (eq. 4) 

'Thus ,, C 1,; is the step-wise criterion to be optim
ized~ So, each iteration k involves 1) the identi
fication of all pairs of connected segments (P;, 
P,), 2) the calculation of C1,J, 3) the selection of 
the lowest C •·• , and 4) the merging of the two cor
responc,,ing se .gments . 

We must point out that the algorithm does not 
guarantee t .ha ,t P • will optimize E< ( P among the 
partitions with n-k segments. But, the optimiza
tion of the step-wi.Se criterion c 1,; assures that 
each iteration C,,oes the best to optimize the cost 
function R. Therefor~, the algorithm will probably 



yield a "good solution". This solution can 
furthermore be improved by a "gradient descent" 
like iterative process. Moreover, the implied 
hierarchical data structure can constitute an ad
vantage for many applications. 

A difficulty with our algorithm is to define 
when to stop the segment merging. The number of 
segments n-k of the result IP' can be used as a 
stopping criterion, if we know in advance the num
ber of segments needed. On the other hand, the in
crease in the cost function ( IR (IP"' ) - IR (IP•) ) 
yielded by each iteration can also be employed as a 
stopping criterion. For example, the process is 
terminated if the increase exceeds a threshold va
lue (which can correspond to the fact that the loss 
of information becomes too high). 

3. STEP-WISE OPTIMIZATION SEGMENTATION 
ALGORITHM 

In this section, we give 
scription of the step-wise 
tion algorithm. First, we 
criterion that is used. 

a more complete de
optimization segmenta

present the step-wise 

This algorithm is designed to process multi
channel pictures l(x,y) (f, (x,y), 
fz (x,y), ... f.(x,y) ). The cost function employed 
is defined as the sum of segment costs as in eq. 3. 
The segment cost R(P;) is itself defined as the 
weighted sum of the squared difference between the 
pixel values and the segment mean: 

R(P , ) (eq. 5) 

where K indicates the number of channels, m,=(m,;, 
m2 , 1, ..• rn,.,) is the mean of segment P, , and w, i~ a 
weighting factor which takes into account the dif
ference between channel ranges. The step-wise cri
terion is as given in eq. 4. The step-wise minimi
zation of c,,; yields the two segment merge that 
minimizes the increase in the overall pixel vari
ance around the segment means. 

We now present the algorithm, that starts with 
an initial partition P 0 with Nseg segments. The 
algorithm is divided into three parts. Part I is 
the only one which uses the multi-channel picture 
r(x,y). Part II employs the results of part I to 
initialize the criterion values C;,J Part III 
performs the hierarchical merging of segments. 

Part I : Calculation of description parameters 

'r;/ P, € IP0 ( tor all segments of p 0 ) 

l - calculation of moments (M,) and cost R; 

N1 = number of pixels in segment P, 

Sf,,; I f, (x,y) for k=l. .. K 
{X;r) C Pj 

st!., I f, (x,y) for k=l. .. K 
{X,Y} 8' l'j 

f R; R(P 1 ) = w, [ st:., - (Sf,, 1 ) . / N; ] ,., 
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2 - calculation of neighbors of P, 

B, = { PJ PJ is a neighbor of P, } 

Part II : Initialization of criterion values c,.J 

'r;/ P; € IP 0 

calculate C; 
( since C 1,J 

( for all segments of IP0 ) 

{ C;,J 
CJ,I 

p J € B I and j > i 
only one is calculated 

The calculation of C1,J is done as follow: 

c,,j R( P; LJ PJ ) R1 

where : • 
R(P, U PJ )= L w, [st,~,+ st:,i - (st,.,+ st,./ !(N, +N~ 

• • I 

Part III : Hierarchical merging of segments 

1 Nseg = number of segments in IP0 

2 - find m, n such as Cm,, = Min C1,J 

3 - define a new segment P, corresponding to 
the fusion of p., and P, 

N, N., + N • 

Sf, ,, Sf,,., + Sf, .• for k l. .. K 

Sf;,, Sf .2 ... + Sf 2 ... for k 1 ••• K 

• 
R' I w, [ Sf:., (Sf,,,) 2 

/ N, ] .. , 
B • B., LJ B, n { P,., P, } 

4 - remove segments P. and P, 

5 - update neighbor lists B, and criteria c,.; 

'r;/ Pj € B, for all neighbors Of P,) 

i) Bj BJ n { P.,, P, } u { P, 
ii) delete Cj,• and/or Cj.• 
iii) calculate C.,,J ( C,.J € C, ) 

using the equations of part II 

6 - Nseg = Nseg - 1 
Stop here, if a final partition with Nseg 
segments is required. 
Otherwise, return to step 2. 

Certain aspects of the algorithm may now be 
stressed. Firstly, only part I uses the multi
channel picture f(x,y) and needs to know the pixel 
membership, i.e. to which segment a pixel belongs. 
Part I calculates the segment moments M,, the seg
ment cost R; and the neighbor set B; for each ini
tial segment P, e P0 , and this is the only informa
tion needed by the remaining parts of the process. 
This information is sufficient for the calculation 
of 1) the criterion values C;,J and 2) the de-



scription parameters M,, R, and B, of each new seg
ment P, produced by merging. This results in a re
duction of the number of computer operations needed 
(CPU time). Moreover, the memory space and comput
ing time of part II and III are only functions of 
1) the number of initial and final segments, and 2) 
the number of neighbors per segment. 

A large amount of memory space is required to 
store the description parameters and criterion va
lues M, , R,, B;, C; for each segment P; . There
fore, in many cases, all this information cannot 
remain in the main memories, but must reside on a 
secondary device (e.g. magnetic disk). This will 
result in a large amount of input/output opera
tions, and will i ncrease the response time. 

4. AN EXAMPLE 

We now use a simple example to show how the 
above algorithm operates. Fig. 1 shows a small 
picture (4x4 pixels) with 7 initial constant level 
segments. This is a one channel picture (K=l ); 
therefore we omit the k indices for simplicity, and 
set the channel weight factor to 1 ( w=l ). 

The algorithm starts with an initial partition 
p 0 of 7 segments. At the first iteration, two seg
ments merge and yield a new segment labelled Po. 
At the following iterations, segments P9 , P,0 , 

are sequentially created. Fig. 2 shows a segment 
tree which indicates the sequence of segment merg
i ng. 

We now show the step by step operation 
algorithm. Part I is the only one which 
the picture gray level matrix (fig. 1-a) 
initial partition picture (fig. 1-b ). 

of the 
requires 

and the 
For each 

initial segment P, , part I calculates the number of 
pixels N, , the moments Sf , and Sff, the segment 
cost R , and the segment neighbors B; . The part II 
of the algorithm calculates the criterion values 
C 1={ C;,J } for the initial segments P1 . These cal
culations are shown in the upper part of Table 1. 

Part III of the algorithm, the most important, 
does the hierarchical segment merging. At the 
first iteration, the available criterion list is 
that caiculated in part II, and is reported in co
lumn "iteration l" of Table 1. Step III-2 finds 
the minimum of this list, which is the value 1.2 
enclosed by a rectangle. This value corresponds to 
c •·• ; therefore the segments P, and Po must be 
merged. The merge yields a new segment named Po• 
The descriptive parameters of Po are calculated 
from those of P2 and P0 (step III-3 ) , and are 
written in a new line of Table 1. The segments P2 

and P, are removed (step III-4, -5) by 1) deleting 
any appearances of P, and P, in B, set ( this is 
not reported in the table ··. ) , and 2) by removing 
from the criterion list any c,.1 involving P1 or 
P,; this can be see by an examination of the column 
"iteration 2" of Table 1. Then, the criteria Co= 
{ Co ,J} involving Po and its neighbors are calcu
lated (step III-5) and inserted in the criterion 
list. 
III. 

This completes the first iteration of part 
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This process is repeated at each iteration: 
find the minimum of the criterion list, create a 
new segment, and update the criterion list. The 
process stops when the number of segments has been 
reduced to the required value. In this example, we 
do not stop the process until only one segment re
mains. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The algorithm described above is applied to aer
ial photography of land. Fig. 3 contains a LANDSAT 
satellite picture of an agricultural area in sask
etchwan (64x64 pixels). It is the .6-.7 um band 
(k=l) and .8-1.1 um band (k=2) of a four-channel 
multi spectral scanner. We present the results 
yielded by our algorithm, and discuss them. 

An initial segmentation of the picture (Fig. 4) 
with 1453 segments is produced by the grouping of 
pixels with a difference lower or equal to 3 such 
as to get small segments. This initial partition 
and the two channel picture (K=2) constitute the 
inputs to our algorithm. Fig. 5 shows three pic
ture partitions yielded by the algorithm. They 
contain respectively 100, 50 and 25 segments. 
Their standard deviations from the segment means 
are, in the order, 0-,= 3.51 and 0-, = 7.30; 0-, = 4.45 
and er, = 8.93; er,= 5.44 and 0-2 =11.61 . 

These three partitions constitute interesting 
results. Each segment of these partitions corres
ponds to a distinct region of the two channel pic
ture. According to the goal of the segmentation, 
we can prefer a partition with many small segments 
(e . g. the 100 segments partition) or one with fewer 
and larger segments (e . g. the 25 segments parti
tion). 

We can also note that the segment characteris
tics are not homogeneous over the picture plane. 
It means that a picture partition that contains 
good segments for a part of the picture can yield 
too small or too large segments for some other 
parts of the picture. 

These results, as the preceding example, point 
out that more information is needed in order to se
lect the "best" partition among the good ones 
yielded by our algorithm. Two promising ways to 
include this additional information are: 1) inclu
sion of this information in the step-wise criter
ion, 2) utilization of a post-processing which 
takes into account the context of a segment node in 
the complete segment tree, in order to find when to 
stop the segment merging. We project to study 
these two approaches and report any interesting re
sults. 

In conclusion, the step-wise optimization algor
ithm presented seems promising, and up to date, has 
yielded good results. 
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Fig. 1 A small picture Fig. 2 Segment tree. 

Table 1 Segmert description parameters and criterion lists 

N· Sfi sr? R· 1,j C· . Lists of criteria at each iteration 
I I I 1,J it. 1 it.2 it.3 it.4 it.':> it.6 

P1 3 3 3 0. 1.2 1.':> 6.5 1,4 bo.l 6 ·l 60 .7 
1, 5 4. 4. 
1, 6 30.0 30.u 30. 0 

P2 3 6 12 0. ~·J 181.5 181. :, 
48.0 M 2:5 1.2 

P3 3 39 ':>07 0. ~,5 120. 0 120.0 
~ ,7 10.8 10. 8 10.b 

P4 1 10 100 o. 4,S 32.7 32.7 

P5 2 6 18 0. 5 ,6 9 .0 ';/. 0 
5,7 49.0 49.0 

P6 2 12 72 0. 6,7 16.0 16 .0 16 .0 16.0 

P7 2 20 200 0 . 
--
P8 5 12 30 1.2 

t 1 a -7 ~ ·J 21 . 7 
48 . 1 4b. 1 

f6 18.5 1b. 5 :1 82.5 b2.5 

P9 8 15 33 4. 9 9 ,J 270.0 270 .0 
9, 58.i 58.7 [fil 
§'6 2l. 27 .2 

,7 10 . 6 105.6 

P10 5 59 707 10.8 10,6 48. 1 48. 1 
10,9 303.1 303. 1 

Pl 1 10 27 105 32. 1 11 4 48.4 r;¥R} 11 , lo 277.0 
P12 11 37 205 80.6 12, 10 244.6 ~ 
P13 16 96 912 336. 
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